Abstract -We present a framework for the unsupervised segmentation of time series using support vector regression. It applies to non-stationary time series which alter in time. We follow the architecture by Paweldk et al. I131 which consists of competing predictors. In (131 competing Neural Networks were used while here we exploit the use of Support Vector Machines, a new learning technique. Results indicate that the proposed approach is as good as that in [13]. Differences between the two approaches are also discussed.
I. Introduction
Recently support vector machines (SVM) [17] has been a promising method for data classification and regression. However, its use on other types of problems have not been exploited much. In the paper we will apply it to unsupervised segmentation of time series. We consider the case in Pawelzik et al. [13] where different samples (xt,yt) are generated by a number m of unknown functions frt, rt E { 1,. . . , m} which alternate according to rt, i.e. yt = f r p , ( x t ) . We then would like to determine functions fr with their respective rt given time series { x t ,~t } : =~. Therefore, it is likely that given points on different function surfaces, the task is to separate these points to different groups where each one corresponds to points on one surface.
Practical applications of time-series segmentation include, for example, speech recognition [141, signal classification [5], and brain data [12] .
As without any training information, this problem must be considered in an unsupervised manner. In order to correctly separate these points, we cannot only count on the information of {xt , vt}. Previous approaches usually need some additional properties.
In [13], the authors assumed that time series have a low switching rate. That is, in general data before and after any given time point t are from the same time series.
Therefore, in addition to the spatial relation of x t , t = . Here we follow a similar framework but discuss it more from a point of view of solving a global minimization problem. In addition, instead of RBF networks we used SVM where their differences are also discussed. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we discuss our approach and present how SVM can be incorporated. An important parameter in our algorithm is p whose calculation will be discussed in Section 111.
Section IV demonstrates experimental results on some data sets. We present some discussions in Section V. 
i=l Of course we can always find a single function which fits all data so that the objective value of (2) is zero and then it is already optimal. What we need is to avoid overfitting and adjust values of pf so that (1) is obtained. Then according to whether pi is zero or one, we can find out which group a point (q, yt) belongs to. In are from the same time series. Therefore, using (5) we can put subsequent time series data into the same group. In addition, if is large, then pf M 1 for This is the so-called hard competition (winner-takes-all). i = argmaxj c,=-A(ei-6)2. A Here instead of (2), we consider
When pf is fixed, by considering we then solve 
is positive definite, the solution of (8) will have Yt = wT~!J(z~) + bi, ifp: > 0.
(9)
That is, overfitting occurs and we are trapped at a local minimum which is not what we want. Adding 3wTwi remedies this problem so (9) does not happen in early iterations. Then we can calculate the error in (6) and use them for updating p i in ( 5 ) .
(6)
At the optimal solution of (8) Implementations of RBF networks and SVM are also different. As (3) is an unconstrained minimization where its first derivative becomes a linear system, sometimes a direct method such as Gaussian elimination is used. But sometimes iterative methods using the steepest descent direction are considered. For the modified form of SVR we usually consider its dual: 111. The Adjustment of p In this section we describe our method for adjusting p, an important parameter which controls the update of p i .
From (6) we have that yt = f i (~t ) + e f , i = 1 , . . . ,m,t = I,. . . ,z.
Assume that e: are i.i.d. N(O,T).
Define ai to be the percentage of data in the'ith group:
# data with rt = i . 
p(rt = i l z t , y t , i )
using (15) and (16). By comparing (5) and (17), we suggest to choose 1/(2.i) as our next p. Since . i is measure of the variation of et, it is intuitively clear that the next . i will decrease if fi in the next iteration can better fit the data. So the new is likely to increase (corresponding to the fact that the temperature is decreasing).
Let ~( 9 ) and pf(g) p(rt = ilzt, yt, ~( 9 ) ) be the information of the previous iteration. We shall show how to obtain d g + l ) . Let X Therefore, at the (9 + 1)st iteration of the implementation, we replace , B in (5) by l/(27(9+l)). Practically we do not really calculate (23) and use (5) instead. Therefore, we also do not have to worry about ai, which is unknown in advance.
Because we are using a linear loss function in support vector regression, we feel that in all formulations linear instead of quadratic terms should be used. Therefore, in (5), (22), and (23), all (e:)2 is replaced by le:[. In other words, though the derivation in this section assumes that er is with a normal distribution, if we consider it to be with a Laplace (double exponential) distribution, we will get results using Ie:I.
IV. Experiments

A. Four Chaotic Time Series
We test the extreme case of completely overlapping input manifold used in [13]. For all (zt,yt) , Yt = frt(zt).
They consider all zt E [0,1] and four different functions: In the beginning we randomly assign p: to be 0 or 1 while keeping the condition Czl p: = 1, t = 1 , . , 1.
We set 1/(202) of the RBF kernel to be 50. For updating p t , we consider A = 3. Following [6], the four series are activated consecutively, each for 100 time steps, giving an overall 400 time steps. We use ten such periods so totally there are 1,200 steps. For this case the algorithm stops in five iterations. We present the first four in Figure 1 where it can be seen that points are well separated. We assume the number of functions is unknown so we start from six competing SVMs for this case. Our experience indicates that if we use exactly four SVMs, sometimes it may fall into local minima. Thus, using more SVMs may be necessary.
We also consider cases where groups possess different number of data. Our implementation has been able to handle such data with different ratios.
To further test our implementation, we add noise on these four function using O.lN(0, 0.5). The algorithm stops in seven iterations where the first six iterations are in Figure 2. 
B. Mackey-Glass Time Series
Similar to earlier results, we also check time series obtained from the Mackey-Glass delay-differential equation
Following earlier experiments, points are selected every six time steps. Sequentially we generate 300 points in 0-7803-7278-6/02/$10.00 a2002 IEEE each segment using the order of t d = 23,17,23,30. Thus, totally there are 1,200 point for testing. The embedding dimension is d = 6. That is, yt is the one-step ahead value of six consecutive z t . For this problem we set 1/(2a2) to be 1. Other settings are the same as the implementation in Section IV-A. Results are in Figure 3 where it can be seen that different segments are well separated.
V. Discussion
For SVM, the number of support vectors directly affects the training and testing time. A zero p," means that a: in (10) is not necessary so the corresponding variables in the dual problem can be removed. However, in theory pt can never be zero due to (5). Thus, we use a threshold 0.01 for removing points with small p,". Then the computational time can be largely reduced.
One difference between SVR and neural networks is the use of cl the width of the insensitive tube in (8). SVR can be smoother and tolerate more noise using appropriate e. In the above case with noise, setting e = 0.05 results in fewer support vectors and less running time.
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